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emergence

To appreciate light we must pass 

through shadows. Moments of 

tranquility contrasted with moments 

of buoyancy. Mood-setting or playful, 

emergence surprises us as colour 

and pattern appear from an elusive 

background.  It is a rich, botanical 

design that takes its abstract 

direction from the art world to  

subvert realism in an aesthetically 

engaging form. It piques our curiosity, 

visually leading us through a lush 

landscape of tonality and pattern, 

with the promise that wherever we 

emerge, we will feel inspired.



still life tile
installed monolithic



presence tile
installed ashlar



depth tile
installed ashlar



emerge inspired
46 x 91 cm | 18 x 36 in

depth tile

nocturne pearl  11505

umber frost 11760

graphite quartz 11596

graphite copper 11598

stratus ivory 11535

shadow platinum 11504

stratus gold 11536oyster silver  11156

graphite ash 11595

still life tile + presence tile
shown in still life tile

marble 11100

midnight 11496 nocturne 11505

graphite 11595

oyster 11156

shadow 11504

stratus 11535 umber 11760

nocturne emerald 11503midnight indigo 11496nocturne magenta 11506



depth tile + presence tile
installed random



DEPTH TILE 
in graphite 11595 

PRESENCE TILE  
in graphite ash 11595 

PRESENCE TILE  
in graphite quartz 11596

depth tile + presence tile
installed random
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depth tile + still life tile
installed random



DEPTH TILE 
in nocturne 11505 

STILL LIFE TILE  
in nocturne pearl 11505 

STILL LIFE TILE 
in nocturne emerald 11503 

STILL LIFE TILE 
in nocturne magenta 11506 

STILL LIFE TILE 
in nocturne indigo 11496

depth tile + still life tile
installed random
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